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Spellbinders die cutting machine platinum

Home Spellbinders Platinum A4 Die and Embossing Machine More Information Platinum Range by Spellbinders Videos DETAILED DESCRIPTION REVIEWS Includes:Platinum™ Machine, Spellbinders® PlatformOperation Instruction BookletDos' Standard Cutting Plates (6.1 x 8.7in)A Standard Relief
Plate (5.8 x 8.4in)Such a Relief Mat (5.75 x 8.25in)NB - Have note that XL cutting plates and ester and XL relief plates are sold separatelyMake see sku: PL105 and sku: PL112 é.co.za/spellbinders -platinum-cutting-plates-2pkg é.co.za/spellbinders-platinum-xl-embossing-plate-matSpellbinders-Platinum
Cut And Emboss Machine. The Platinum machine offers a compact, easy-to-fold design with an 8-1/2-inch wide cutting platform. It is oriented for minimal rotations, with hardened steel gears. It will accept most die marks, including steel rule matrices! This 11x15-1/2x9-1/2 inch package contains a cutting
and relief machine, a pair of cutting plates, a relief plate and ester, a standard platform, a handle and instructions. Description Shipping &amp; returns of manufacturer reviews jump powered by Spellbinders VersaCut™ technology with a solid casting construction, Platinum 6™ offers unsurpassed
strength, pressure and durability. Designed with the versatile and ever-evolving craftsman in mind, the Platinum 6 can traverse more than 40 different materials, including the heaviest materials, from leather to wool, handcrafted metal and raft wood. When used with Spellbinders Outline™ Steel Rule Dies,
Platinum 6 effortlessly cuts up to six layers of most materials in a single pass. It features a 6-sided cutting and relief platform with folding sides and a folding handle for easy storage. Accommodates most steel rule folders and thin steel dies. Let the Platinum 6 Die Cutting &amp; Embossing Machine boost
your creativity with limitless possibilities. Contents:1 die-cutting machine1 platform2 cutting plates1 engraving plate and matInstruccioness Shipping &amp; Jump Returns Most products can be shipped to standard ground (delivered in 4-6 business days), second day or the next day. Orders placed before
11:00 AM Central Time using the second day or the next day will be shipped the same day. View full shipping policy and return prices If your purchase Michaels.com not meet your satisfaction, you can return it within six months (180 days) of purchase. To return an item (excluding sample products), the
item must be new, unused and in its original packaging. You can return the item to a Michaels store or by View full return policy: Since the manufacturer's jump, reviews of spellbinders® Platinum 6™ Die Cutting &amp; Embossing Machine customers has a rating of 4.9 out of 5 by 17. Rated 3 out of 5 by
Weanda from Gear Broke Very nice small machines. I love that it folds and is easily stored. I had mine for 2 years and the team broke down It seems impossible to find a replacement piece for it. Release date: 2020-02-22 Rated 5 out of 5 from Cappy7 this product has expanded my creativity The ability to
use this with its own complementary tools, as well as others, is wonderful. Release date: 2020-02-11 Rated 5 out of 5 by BritLynn89 from Love, Love, Love I use this machine all the time and I love it. fits in my craft room on the shelf perfectly. Release date: 2018-01-28 Rated 5 out of 5 by Because i Care
from Love this machine Folding flap function makes it easy to carry crops. I like that I can use the machine to die and record. Never put the tanning ester on top of your pile! He'll catch and break the machine. Release date: 2017-05-07 Rated 5 out of 5 by Ladyk of Cuts like Butter! they only have to pass
once. You will buy the largest machine soon Published date: 2017-04-28 Rated 5 out of 5 by Cute 49 awesome die cutter This is a great small machine that cuts amazing detailed lace cuts. I love that it stays in place when the cut dies. Release date: 2017-04-24 Rated 5 out of 5 by Tommie123 from
Spellbinders Platinum Die Cutting &amp; Embossing The spellbinders machine is very easy to use. The size is perfect to take to another area. A real scrapbook can't stay in one place. Inspiration is everywhere. Release date: 2017-04-23 Rated 5 out of 5 by Great maripon! The article is great!! It has many
features not only cut paper, relief is also. Impressive!! Release date: 2017-04-16 Store &gt; Spellbinders &gt; Die Cutting &gt; Product Information Content: One Spellbinders Platinum Die Cutting and Embossing Machine with platform measuring 8.75 x 13 Two standard die-cutting plates measuring 8.5 x
12.25 A standard relief plate measuring 8.25 5 x 12.25 A tan embossed carpet An operating instruction mold Size: Platinum Machine measures 11.25 x 10 x 15.5 You'll feel the power and possibilities with the Spellbis Platinum Die cutting and embossing machine! This machine has a big impact with its
solid steel gears and you can expect it to last you for years and years to come. With its combination of white and platinum colors, we are sure that it will look stunning in your craft room and with its unsurpassed power, strength and durability, you will find that this machine is a must for your creative
projects. This innovative tool is easy to use, versatile and compatible with all Spellbinders and Relief Folders die templates. You can cut and/or record 8 1/2 wide with a simple turn of the handle that gives you ample work space for your needs Platinum features VersaCut technology that provides strength,
durability and power. Solid steel core construction will cut up to 8 layers in a single pass and the sides of the machine are bent and the handle can be removed by manufacturing on the fly store a cinch. Platinum Machine Features: Powerful Pressure Wide cutting surface of 8.5 Platform rubber bottom adds
stability Easy turn handle with fewer turns and less force Compatible with most die marks, including steel rule matrices The sides fold with a folding handle on top for compact storage Cut up to 8 layers in a single pass Cuts over 40 different types of materials Cut a sheet Paper Paper Solid Steel
Equipment Plastic Exterior a sample of the materials that are compatible with the platinum machine: Cotton Leather Raft Wood Cork Mirror Felt Paper Board Uncovering Aluminum Fabric Plate Aluminum Synthetic Leather Velvet Tulle Tin and much more! Here are some ideas of what you can create using
the Platinum machine: Cards Tags Home Decoration Throw Pillows Beautifications Party Decoration Gift Boxes The possibilities are really endless! Cutting sandwich for thin wafer dies: Platform transparent cutting plate paper, cardboard, handcrafted sheet, etc Shaped die insole with ridges cut by
transparent cutting plate Run through platinum machine Cut sandwich for steel ruler dies: Clear iron cutting plate die ruler with die facing upward paper , cardboard, aluminum foil, cutting paper, etc Erase cutting plate Run through platinum machine Ambush a cutting shape : Platform shaped die template
(cut ridges up) shaped like cutting inside Dendor Run quality relief jacket through Embossing Sandwich platinum machine for Em-bossing Fold'ers : Platform Em-bossing Fold'er with paper inside the transparent cutting plate (for single-sided or double-sided Em head plate) or Em 3D head plate (for
Fold'ers 3D Em-bossing) Runs through the platinum machine How to care for the machine: Clean the machine and its accessories with a slightly damp cloth only. Do not use a cleaning product or chemical cleaners in the machine. Canned air can be used to remove dust and debris from small areas of the
machine. If your handle requires lubrication, place a small drop of household detergent between the white and bronze parts of the handle and rotate the handle to distribute it. Alternatively, you can remove and immerse the handle in clean water with dish detergent. To extend plate life, use both sides and
remove any waste material after cutting. Tips: Make sure your work area has a sturdy, flat surface Trying to use incorrect plates can cause damage to the machine Do not use WD-40 to Handle If the die-cutting result is incomplete cuts, add a wedge (piece of paper at least as large as its die insoles)



between the bottom cutting plate and die insole to increase pressure during die-cutting. Warranty: Spellbinders Platinum comes with a one-year limited warranty. The machine is guaranteed to be free of defects in labor and materials. Spellbinders will repair or replace a defective product or parts free of
charge with purchase. If the product is damaged due to misuse or negligence, the warranty is void and void. Register your warranty on SpellbindersCreativeArts.com/warranty. PLEASE NOTE: You can compare the Spellbinders Platinum machine with other best-selling machines using our handy whip
cutting machine comparison table. What our amazing customers are saying about spellbinders Platinum Die-cutting and Engraving Machine: Spellbinder Die-Cutting Machine This machine is AMAZING!! I love the fact that it has a lot more space than my old die-cut machine. I also love that now I can buy
larger dies to die!! You can cut multiple layers which is a plus! And you can also cut so many different types of material!! I am very happy with my purchase!! – Scrapdivatwentynine 1st Die Cutting Machine Received my Platinum Spellbinders late last week and could barely wait for the weekend to give this
bad guy a spin! Even my sweet husband wanted to see as I happily ran my first die through it. Wow!!!! This is going to be a lot of fun!!!! It's hard to really review, though since this is my first die-cut machine. I imagine one with an engine would be a little easier on your hands... but I'm still very happy with it. I
hope it lasts a long time. Thank you Spellbinders!!!! Love, love, love... Now... to buy more dies! - Ctabor Spellbinders Platinum I love it!!! What a well-made machine. The Sorcerers are gone. This machine is rock solid. Easy to turn, cut like a butter knife. You've done Spellbinders well. Thank you. I can use
my steel rule dies again. Wonderful!!! – franbeckett38 You must be logged in to comment. Click here to log in.
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